HORSE BARN HELP NEEDED

WILLISTON, VT

We have a horse farm, mostly Arabians, in Williston (507 Chapman Ln).

We're looking for someone who would be willing to work 2 hours per day Monday - Friday.

Some days the work would include letting out and/or bringing in horses as well as cleaning 8 stalls. Other days it would be just cleaning 8 stalls. We have automatic waterers and automatic feeders for the horses in the barn. On some days the work would include taking grain to the horses who live in our lower fields.

The hours can be flexible.

We have:

- 3 wean-lings - very cute.

- 4 yearlings - all very well behaved.

- a number of older horses, some bred here, others imported from overseas (England, Sweden, Brazil).

We will need help starting the beginning of October, the people currently doing this job have bought a house and will be moving out of the area.

My wife is an orthopedic surgeon, so she is quite knowledgeable and good to work with (she ran her own practice for twenty years or so).

We're hoping that someone at the university will be interested in this.

Darryl Landvater

cell 802 238 7667